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Are you appearing for OPSC Prelims?
Gauge Your Preparation, Ace the Play and Reach Your Target 

with APTI PLUS Academy’s
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Test yourself through biggest OAS Prelims Mocks before

OVERVIEW

OPSC tests you and find where you stand amongst the real competition.

BATCH STARTS

MOCK 01 MOCK 02

25 September 
2022 

11:30 AM to 1:30 PM

02 October 
2022 

11:30 AM to 1:30 PM
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Course investment: Free of cost



FEATURES

Register and 
par�cipate now 
and challenge 

yourself on OAS 
parameters

2 online Mock 
Tests- An Ul�mate 
Package specially 
prepared to guide 

you in the best 
way for exam.

Paper strictly in 
accordance with 

OAS pa�ern.

A 360-degree OAS 
Prelims experience: 

Simula�on of examina�on 
environment.

Detailed solu�ons 
and test discussion 
by subject experts.

Learn from the 
in-depth 
analysis.

Get your 
score and 
solu�ons

Sign in Take 
the tests Analyse Revise Ready 

for OAS



OUTCOME

Attempting Aptiplus’s open mock test series helps you revise all topics.
Aptiplus’s mock tests help you in understanding the actual exam pattern.
After each test, Aptiplus provides you with a detailed analysis report of the mock test taken. 
This benefits the students in evaluating their performance.

The Online Mock Test for Prelims 2021 helps in improving the exam-taking speed and accuracy.
By taking the Aptiplus’s Mock, the student’s performance gets better day by day. This gives 
them enough motivation to perform well in the exams. Also, self-confidence is gained by seeing 
the performance analysis and improved scores
This will help in overcoming fear 

Hone the skill of intelligence guessing and elimination

Candidates will get extra vital information
Candidates will refine their thinking process
They will be able to do SWOT analysis, understand nuances of the exam and able to tackle 
uncertainties

PREREQUISITES 

Analyze the 
previous year 
papers.

Periodic 
revision is 
a must.

Do not attempt 
tests without 
preparation.

Before taking the actual 
exam, you need to get 
comfortable with computers. 
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3 4



WHAT ASPIRANTS SHOULD DO?
Multiple revisions before each mock:
 1st revision goal: understanding the issue 
 2nd revision goal: understanding inter connected issues (even if they can't be 
 memorised, no worries, take it step by step)
 3rd revision goal: memorization 
 4th revision: very precise and specific recall, as per the need of questions being asked.
 5th revision: precise inter connected recall as per the required cocktail in a GIVEN 
 QUESTION, as per its language/tone and tenor.
After giving each mock:
 Do SWOT analysis: work on the weaknesses
 Pick up the test paper, attempt it and read all the solutions, highlighting the important 
 ones. This will help you in memorizing the content as well as condition you to attempt 
 appropriate number of questions. Further, these tests would also add up as your notes.


